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Abstract. In this paper we apply different techniques of information
distortion on a set of classical books written in English. We study the
impact that these distortions have upon the Kolmogorov complexity and
the clustering by compression technique (the latter based on Normalized
Compression Distance, NCD). We show how to decrease the complexity
of the considered books introducing several modifications in them. We
measure how the information contained in each book is maintained using
a clustering error measure. We find experimentally that the best way to
keep the clustering error is by means of modifications in the most fre-
quent words. We explain the details of these information distortions and
we compare with other kinds of modifications like random word distor-
tions and unfrequent word distortions. Finally, some phenomenological
explanations from the different empirical results that have been carried
out are presented.

1 Introduction

A natural measure of similarity assumes that two objects x and y are similar if
the basic blocks of x are in y and vice versa. If this happens we can describe
object x by making reference to the blocks belonging to y, thus the description
of x will be very simple using the description of y.

This is what a compressor does to code the concatenated xy sequence: a
search for information shared by both sequences in order to reduce the redun-
dancy of the whole sequence. If the result is small, it means that a lot of in-
formation contained in x can be used to code y, following the similarity con-
ditions described in the previous paragraph. This was formalized by Cilibrasi
and Vitányi [1], giving rise to the concept of Normalized Compression Distance

(NCD), which is based on the use of compressors to provide a measure of the
similarity between the objects. This distance may then be used to cluster those
objects.

The mathematical formulation is as follows

NCD(x, y) =
max{C(xy) − C(x), C(yx) − C(y)}

max{C(x), C(y)}
, (1)

where C is a compression algorithm, C(x) is the size of the C-compressed
version of x, and C(xy) is the compressed size of the concatenation of x and y.



NCD generates a non-negative number 0 ≤ NCD(x, y) ≤ 1. Distances near 0
indicate similarity between objects, while distances near 1 reveal dissimilarity.

The theoretical foundations for this measure can be traced back to the notion
of Kolmogorov Complexity K(X) of a string X , which is the size of the shortest
program able to output X in a universal Turing machine [2,3,4]. As this function
is incomputable due to the Halting problem [5], the most usual estimation is
based on data compression: C(X) is considered a good upper estimate of K(x),
assuming that C is a reasonably good compressor for X [1].

In our work we apply this distance to text clustering [1,6], with the aim to
study the way in which the method is influenced by different types of informa-
tion distortion. A percentage of words of the books is distorted by using two
different word-replacing techniques, which eventually change the amount of in-
formation remaining in the books, their (estimated) Kolmogorov Complexity,
and the clustering error obtained using the NCD.

Other authors [7] have given a theoretical and experimental basis for ex-
plaining the NCD-clustering behavior of elements which have been transmit-
ted through a symmetric-channel, i.e. which have been perturbed by a certain
amount of uniform random noise. We go a step further by considering a wider
spectrum of information distortions, within the framework of a complete exper-
imental setup on a selected text corpus for which an ideal clustering is already
known.

The main contributions of this paper are

– New insights for the evaluation and explanation of the behavior of the NCD-
driven clustering method,

– a technique to reduce the Kolmogorov complexity of the books while pre-
serving most of the relevant information,

– experimental evidence of how to fine-tune the NCD so that better clustering
results are obtained.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the distortion/word-
replacement method, the clustering assessment and the Kolmogorov Complexity
estimation. Section 3 explains the experimental setup and gathers the results of
the experiments. Section 4 summarizes the conclusions and describes ongoing
research.

2 The Distortion Methods

We want to study the effect of information distortion on NCD-driven text clus-
tering by replacing words from the documents in different manners. After the
distortion has been performed, we execute the NCD clustering method on each
distorted test set and we quantitatively measure the error of the clustering re-
sults obtained. Finally, the Kolmogorov complexity of the distorted documents
is estimated, based on the concept that data compression is an upper bound of
the Kolmogorov complexity.



2.1 Replacement methods

We use six different replacement methods, which are pairwise combinations of
two factors: word selection and substitution method.

– Word selection: we incrementally select a percentage p, and we eliminate the
p-most/least/randomly frequent words in English from the books. We esti-
mate the frequencies of words in English using the British National Corpus
[8].

– Substitution method: each character of the word that is distorted according
to the word-frequency, is substituted by either a random character or an
asterisk.

Note that all six combinations maintain the length of the document. This is
enforced to ease the comparison of the Kolmogorov Complexity among several
methods.

2.2 Assessing the Clustering

The CompLearn Toolkit [6] implements the clustering method described in [1].
The clustering method comprises two phases. First, the NCD matrix is calculated
using the LZMAX compressor, a Lempel-Ziv-Markov chain Algorithm [9]. Sec-
ond, the NCD matrix is used as input to the clustering phase and a dendrogram
is generated as an output. A dendrogram is an undirected binary tree diagram,
frequently used for hierarchical clustering, that illustrates the arrangement of
the clusters produced by a clustering algorithm.

In Fig 1 we can observe one of the dendrograms that we have obtained.
Each leaf of the dendrogram corresponds to a document, and has a label that
starts with the acronym of the author, and ends with the acronym of the title.
For example, the node with label AP.AEoM corresponds to the document An

Essay on Man by Alexander Pope.
Once the CompLearn Toolkit is used to cluster the documents, we need to

quantitatively evaluate the error of the dendrograms obtained. We define the
distance between two nodes as the minimum number of internal nodes needed
to go from one to the other. For example, in Fig 1 the distance between the
nodes with label WS.H and WS.AaC would be one, since both nodes are con-
nected to the same internal node. We use this concept to measure the error of a
dendrogram.

We add all the pairwise distances between nodes starting with the same
string, i.e. we add all the pairwise distances between the documents by the same
author. For example, in Fig 1 there are three nodes which label starts with AP ,
thus we add the distance between AP.AEoC and AP.AEoM , between AP.AEoC

and AP.TRotLaOP , and between AP.AEoM and AP.TRotLaOP . We repeat
this procedure with the nodes of each author, obtaining a certain total quantity.
The bigger the measure, the worse the clustering.

The ideal dendrogram would be a clustering where all the documents by the
same author are grouped together. The clustering error corresponding to the
ideal dendrogram is 14 for these documents. Note that in Fig 1 the node with





We show the results of clustering the classical books when the six different
replacement methods are used to preprocess them. Every figure plots the clus-
tering error or the complexity of the books vs. a certain percentage of replaced
words. The curve with asterisk markers represents the results obtained when
the characters of the words are replaced with asterisks. The curve with square
markers corresponds to the results obtained when random characters are used
to replace the characters of the distorted words. Furthermore, two constant lines
may appear in each figure. One corresponds to the measure in the ideal cluster-
ing and the other corresponds to the non-distorted NCD-driven clustering. The
former is 14, the latter is 18.

In every graph, the value on the horizontal axis corresponds to the fraction
of the total BNC frequency that is associated to the words being distorted.
Note that even when all the words included in the BNC are replaced from the
texts, the words that are not included in the BNC remain in the documents. For
example, in the book Don Quixote by Miguel de Cervantes, words like Dulcinea

or Micomicona, the names of two characters, remain in the documents when all
the words of the BNC are distorted from the documents.

The clustering error vs. the percentage of replaced words is presented in Figs
2, 4 and 6, which show the results for the X%-most/randomly/least frequent
words respectively. Figs 3, 5 and 7 show the evolution of the complexity of the
documents as a function of the same percentages.

In Fig 2 we observe that when the characters of the words are replaced
with random characters the clustering error increases. When the characters are
replaced with asterisks the clustering error remains stable. If we observe the
curve with asterisk markers at 80% and 90%, we can see that the results are
better than those obtained for the non-distorted documents, although they are
not as good as those that would correspond to the ideal clustering.

Looking at Fig 3, we realize that the complexity of the documents rises
when the substitution method is based on random characters. However, when
it is based on asterisks the complexity of the documents decreases, because a
great amount of characters from the documents are replaced with the same
character, which increases the redundancy of the document and thus makes it
more compressible.

Fig 4 shows the mean and the standard deviation of the results obtained in
ten different experiments. The clustering error increases when random character
substitution is applied. However, when asterisk substitution is applied the error
keeps stable until 60%. From 60% to 100% the error increases. Comparing Figs
2 and 4 we observe that better results are obtained when we start disturbing
the most frequent words. This makes us think that the frequency of the replaced
words could affect the clustering.

The mean and the standard deviation of the complexity are presented in Fig
5, although the standard deviation is difficult to visualize due to the fact that
its absolute value is very small as compared to the mean. Note that this graph
decreases faster than the graph which represents the complexity when we start
replacing the most frequent words, see Fig 3.











fects the clustering error. Second, we have presented a technique which reduces
the Kolmogorov complexity of the books while preserving the relevant informa-
tion therein. Third, we have observed experimental evidence of how to improve
the NCD-clustering method by preprocessing the books in a certain manner.

The experimental results show how the clustering error is maintained even
when the information contained in the documents is reduced progressively by
replacing the words using a special character. We have found that replacing the
most frequent words gives us the better clustering results. This method main-
tains the clustering error with very high values of distortion, and even improves
the non-distorted NCD-driven clustering when the 80%-90% of the words are
replaced from the documents, see Fig 2. This means that we are replacing ex-
actly non-relevant parts of the books. This makes it easier for the compressor to
estimate the complexity of the documents in an accurately manner. Therefore,
the compressor obtains more reliable similarities.

Other techniques, such as randomly selecting the words to replace, or re-
placing the least frequent ones have been studied and analyzed. Despite the
complexity of the documents being reduced too (see Figs 5, and 7), the clus-
tering error increases faster (see Figs 4, and 6). Thus, the information that has
been replaced is relevant in the clustering process, and consequently we are los-
ing important information. Therefore, the similarities among the documents are
not being correctly measured.

In the future, we plan to work in several ways to study the observed behav-
ior in other textual repositories, like scientific documentation, or genome-based
repositories. However, the NCD-based clustering is a general technique so it is
possible to use other kinds of sources, such as, music or video. In these domains
it would be necessary to analyze how the distortion method could be designed.
Other well-known compression algorithms, like PPMZ, BZIP2 or GZIP, will be
analyzed to evaluate if the complexity estimation affects the clustering behavior
as much as it does in other NCD-driven experiments [10]. Finally, we will apply
these techniques in other areas like Information Retrieval.
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